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Welcome! Opening prayer, praise reports
FCCI news/update
Today’s topic: Are YOU the change agent He made you to be?

“These who have turned the world upside down have come here too.”
Acts 17:6
One of my friends, and a leader in the global faith at work movement, is Os Hillman. He was the
keynote speaker of a Northeast Marketplace Ministry Conference I organized in Sturbridge, MA
years ago.
Last year, he sent me a copy of his recent book, Change Agent: engaging your passion to be the
one who makes a difference. He issues a challenge to the Body of Christ to reclaim the “Seven
Mountains of Culture,” namely Arts & Entertainment, Business, Education, Family, Government,
Media and Religion.
GOSPEL OF SALVATION
Focus: evangelism/salvation
Eternal, heavenly
Addresses only the soul
Rapture escape mentality
Sacred vs. secular dualism
Goal: transaction, “win the next soul”

GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM
Focus: taking dominion
Material, social, earthly, secular
Addresses soul and body
Possess the land mentality
Impacts all aspects of society
Goal: influence through servanthood,
Godly leadership, active faith

There’s no dichotomy: we need a balance of both. Let’s have a roundtable chat about how the
Lord is stirring us to turn our sphere of influence upside down—or rather, right side up!
Evaluate yourself from 1 (weak) to 10
(strong) in terms of being a change agent.
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Why did you give yourself this rating?
What benefits might you enjoy by being
more of a change agent?
What specific actions can you take
to become more of a change agent?




Next meeting on September 19
Upcoming events: Creation Science seminars, Jacob’s Well, FCCI Conference
Closing prayer
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